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a. Yes. I ran for alderman of the 2
nd

 ward and am currently the alderman of 

that ward. 

 

b. Have you been appointed to any public committees, commissions, task forces 

 

c. Have you accepted funds from any political action committee 

 

d. Please list your top 5 largest campaign contributors 

 

e. I am a lifelong resident of Chicago and I love this city. I was born and raised 

in the Roseland neighborhood. Chicago has a problem with the equitable 

distribution of resources. Right now we have two different Chicago’s and I 

plan to change that. We have to be deliberate in reallocating resources to the 

South and West sides of the city that have been deliberately seen decades of 

disinvestment. We have to also have a plan for economic development, re-

introducing our youth to vocational education and fully funding our 

neighborhood schools, investing in 21
st
 Century technology, have a plan to 

reduce crime and improve the trust between the police and the residents of 

the city, and also think outside the box to not only reduce the city debt but 

increase revenue. I am the only one for this office because I am a true 

progressive and have consistently been active in trying to find solutions to 

these issues listed earlier. I was the only candidate that stood with teacher’s 

during the strike. I decreased the food desserts and brought much needed 

development throughout the 2
nd

 Ward. I was the first candidate to propose 

and drive the current mayoral debate.  

 

f. Like I mentioned earlier, my vision is one of equity. We have to be deliberate 

in transformative change for Chicago. This is ONE CHICAGO and we have 

to govern as such and include the entire city in the decision making process 
 

g. My goals for my first term would be to continue the moratorium on charter 

schools, to fight for a $15 minimum wage, to eliminate the red light and speed 

cameras, to lobby our general assembly for an elected school board and a 

financial transactions tax. I would work to improve public safety by looking 

at increasing the numbers of police officers, re-train all the officers on best 

practices to improve trust with the residents, introduce restorative justice 

measures to curtail the amount of youth having their first interaction with 

the police. Employment and economic development is also key. Not only 

should we focus on increasing the amount of residents getting livable wages 

with the traditional trades, we must also invest in technology centers and 

push the STEM curriculum beginning in elementary school, and make 

cooperative economics a focus improving wealth. Chicago is facing a pension 

and CPS monetary crisis. I will propose freeing up TIF funding to aid in 

some decreasing the debt and use the TIF funds for their intended purpose.  
 

h. Who are your role models and most important advisors? 
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i. Prior to running for alderman, I was a civil rights attorney and my 

credentials are currently up to date with Illinois Supreme Court. 

 

j. Do you support term limits for the office you are seeking or currently holding? If 

so, how many terms.  

 

k. YES 

 

l. Plesas answer all of the following ballot referenda applicable to your legislative 

district? 

 

a.  

 

b. YES 

 

c. YES 

 

d.  

 

e. YES 
 

f. YES 
 

m.  

 

n. For City Council Incumbents Only 

 

o. A big issue with the current administration is lack of transparency. One of 

the things I have done is to have consistent ward nights. I will continue this 

practice in my administration. I will also mandate that each community is 

included in the beginning stages of any development project in their ward. 

One other issue I plan to improve transparency is every council and 

committee meeting and stream those meetings live so that the residents, if 

they can’t be present, can stay informed on any and all decisions made in my 

administration. Lastly, I will make locating online documents more user 

friendly. Right now the city claims to be transparent by dumping large sums 

of documents online. This process is very cumbersome and the needed 

information is hard to locate.  
 

p. Would you be willing to attend CBCO-sponsored legislative briefings 

YES 

 

FISCAL/INFRASTRUCTURE 
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1. YES. YES in the fist 100 days. The TIF process if fundamentally broken, 

which is why I will call for an immediate moratorium on any new TIF’S. 

This will allow us time to conduct a complete audit to find out exactly 

where our money has gone and what the benefits are. This audit should 

be done by a completely independent body and made public. Chicago 

needs the ability to weigh in on the best uses of this money. Chicago is 

overrun by TIF’s, which drain property taxes from essential services such 

as schools, parks and social services, often with the money subsidizing 

private developers. TIF’s were originally designed to improve blighted 

areas by attracting construction and jobs, but they have turned into a 

slush fund for the Mayor. Our central business district is hardly blighted. 

Yet, the Loop, Near North Side, Near South Side and Near West Side 

have taken nearly $1.56 billion of the $2.45 billion in TIF dollars spent 

from 2004 to 2008. Only $4.8 million was spent collectively in Pullman, 

Riverdale, Roseland and West Pullman, far South Side communities 

where blight is prevalent and economic development scarce. I would 

support the use of TIF funds with local support to assist in creating 

development and jobs in our communities. Thoughtful development can 

put vacant properties and parcels back on the property tax rolls, 

simultaneously generating tax revenue, creating jobs and fostering safe 

streets and strong neighborhoods. The first step in addressing our city’s 

financial crisis is to use TIF money for its original purpose: lifting our 

least-developed neighborhoods out of blight and poverty to create 

opportunities across all of our communities. 

2.       YES. 

3.  The city claims that we’re broke and I don’t believe that. We can find the 

needed funds to pay for some of the policies I am advocating for a forensic 

audit of the budget and each city department. We have free up the needed 

funds to stop the practice of over taxing the city residents and also look at 

decreasing the size of the city council. 

4. YES. Chicago must begin to address the disparity between rail and bus service between the south 

and west and north side communities. If elected, I will work with the CTA to form a plan to end 

transportation deserts and provide communities of color with equitable public transportation 

service.  

5. YES. YES. I would work hard to examine a public bank for the City of 

Chicago. Right now, the private banks are the only ones benefiting from the 

money we deposit. They make millions of dollars from Chicago and make it 

difficult for residents to get capital needed to open up small businesses in 

their community. If we controlled those dollars, we would benefit from the 

interest gained and could provide the needed funds to not only aid in 

business ownership, but economic development and infrastructure 

improvements citywide.  
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/JOBS 

6. YES. YES Fisrt 100 days. Not only would  I require a license to operate, but I 

would also require each job site and to sign a community benefits agreement 

to ensure the equitable distribution of jobs which will provide the needed 

information on full/part time and short term/long term jobs. I will also work 

with both CPS and CCC to make sure that each community has qualified 

persons to work the needed positions. Residents having full time employment 

will help house hold incomes, stabilize communities, and aid to decrease 

crime.  

7. YES. Not sure on the first 100 days. The only to keep Chicago competitive is 

to make sure all parts of the city have access to the technology needed to 

function in a 21
st
 century economy. Not only providing broadband but 

making it accessible and affordable is part of the formula for closing the 

disparity between downtown and other parts of the city.  

8. NO. YES the first 100 days. The Obama Presidential Library is currently an 

issue that has the city divided. I support all other aspects of this question but 

I answered NO because the University of Chicago’s inclusion of public 

parkland has yet to be resolved. I believe the library should be in Chicago. 

The UIC proposal is viable and the land isn’t in dispute. The Westside 

location should also be considered. It would bring much needed development 

to the Lawndale community.  

9. NO. NO. Answered in question number 8. 

10. YES. YES first 100 days. Part of my economic platform is investing in 

entrepreneurship and technology innovation centers particularly focused 

economically depressed areas. BLUE1647 is an entrepreneurship and 

technology innovation center focused on professional development through 

classes and workshops, workforce development in technology and other high-

value skills. More importantly, it provides these opportunities for people in 

the neighborhoods with one already established in Pilsen, another location in 

Englewood, and a third location planned on 95
th

 Street. We should expand 

this concept to additional areas of the city. I plan to link business and 

workforce hubs to local elementary, middle and high schools to provide 

opportunities for earlier exposure to quality training in high-demand skills.     

high value job training opportunities should not be only reserved for 

downtown. Chicago has invested millions of dollars into the tech incubator 

1871, located at the Merchandise Mart, which has had success in launching 

tech startups. However, this downtown-focused investment only highlights 

the lack of equity in economic development in our neighborhoods. 

11. YES. YES in the first 100 days. We can inject millions of dollars into the 

economy by raising the minimum wage to $15 an hour for businesses that 

make more than $50 million a year.  We took a good first step last year by 

agreeing to increase the minimum wage to $13 and hour by 2019, but that is 
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not enough.  I will work to increase the wage while helping small businesses 

deal with the increased cost. 

12. I have previously suggested using $25 million out of the TIF’s to fund a 

summer jobs program for city youth.  This program would help keep kids off 

the street, teach valuable life skills, and put money directly into the economy 

– likely into the areas of town that need it.  It is a small investment that will 

also help reduce crime during the warm summer months. 

13. A Community-driven development will be a hallmark of my economic plan. 

A commitment to equity is paramount to ensuring all communities benefit 

from Chicago’s resources. I will make sure that minority and women-owned 

businesses have a fair shot at contract opportunities by increasing access to 

vital information on available projects, providing hands-on technical 

assistance for MBE/WBEs to help navigate the procurement and bidding 

process, and ensuring that MBE/WBE requirements are properly and fairly 

enforced.I will make sure Chicago’s planning department focuses on 

bringing businesses with jobs to town, rather than just relocating corporate 

headquarters to Chicago. While Chicago should be proud of the business 

headquarters’ we have—and welcome more—we need to prioritize 

our resources to bring good-paying jobs for regular Chicagoans, not just 

high paid executives.  We should make Chicago a world-class city for its 

citizens, and we can do this by encouraging jobs outside the Loop as well as 

inside. 

14. Not sure on how to answer the 2
nd

 half of question regarding ‘material 

points’ 

15. YES. Unsure on the first 100 days. Business Ownership is the key to 

generating wealth in our communities. Ownership is empowerment. That is 

why I will focus on making it as easy as possible for any individual – even 

those that might be difficult to employ, are underemployed, or have a 

previous criminal record – to become small business owners in this city.  I 

will push for creative business ideas such as worker-owned cooperatives, 

which gives residents the opportunity to both work for and own their own 

companies. Worker-owned cooperatives tend to have higher wages, better 

benefits, and better working conditions than typical businesses. My goal is to 

create a revolving loan fund to assist in the development of worker-owned 

cooperatives. I will also reduce the time it takes for permits to be issued, 

reduce red tape for entrepreneurs and small business owners, and create a 

package that provides capital for small businesses and startups, along with 

tax incentives and fee waivers for businesses that intentionally hire from the 

local community. 

16. YES.  

17. YES. YES on first 100 days. As I have previously mentioned, transparency is 

key in gaining the trust of the community. Ordinance’s such as this would be 

a welcomed shift from the current policy.  

18. Teacher residency requirement. I don't know Bob's view on this. If he's in 

favor of city residency, ward residency, or no residency. I think you should 

live in the city but not necessarily in the ward of the school. 
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19. YES. Neighborhood schools our the backbone of our communities. With so 

many vacant buildings currently, these could be still utilized as places of 

learning in a variety of ways to build our neighborhoods up.  

20. YES. YES within the first 100 days. Chicago is the only municipality in 

Illinois that doesn’t elect its school board. Our current model of a Mayoral-

appointed board is not responsive to the needs of the majority of public 

school parents. It favors those with clout or financial interest and gives them 

undue influence.  Chicagoans should have a real say in the direction of our 

schools, which is why I will go to Springfield and fight to pass an elected 

representative school board for Chicago. I have been a consistent and vocal 

leader on an elected school board on the City Council, introducing numerous 

resolutions over the years, and has advanced legislation in the City Council 

to make an elected school board a reality.  I will continue this fight as mayor. 

21. YES. YES within the first 100 days. After the unprecedented Chicago Public 

Schools closings in the south and west sides and disingenuous rapid 

expansion of privately-held charter schools, we should reevaluate CPS’ new 

school priorities. Well-resourced public schools have to be accessible to all of 

Chicago’s children and must be a way to give opportunity to all. I will extend 

the moratorium on school closings indefinitely until a long term CPS 

facilities plan is designed with parent and community input. I also believe 

that an indefinite moratorium on further charter school expansion is also in 

order until a long term facilities plan is enacted, as well as to determine the 

long term sustainability of this school reform policy. Too many of our 

charter schools are subject to state and federal investigation for unethical 

business practices. We need to ensure that all of them are operating ethically 

before any decision is made on them. 

22. YES. Not sure about the first 100 days. Like I have previously mentioned, my 

administration will be one of trust and transparency. In order to adequately 

assess the improvement and needs of the entire CPS system, every student 

must take the same test. This will keep us compliant on the state and federal 

level and won’t put us at risk for a downgrade of funding. 

23. YES. YES to the first 100 days. We all know what STEM stands for but I 

take that phrase one step further by using the acronym STEAM which 

stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, ART, and Mathematics. I know 

that great neighborhood schools are the backbone of our communities. The 

current administration has cut hundreds of millions of dollars and thousands 

of essential positions from our neighborhood schools, making many of them 

the school of last resort. To make our public schools the first choice for 

parents, I will end wasteful spending on excessive standardized tests and 

unneeded central office departments and prioritize these funds to restore 

needed resources to the schools that have suffered. Key investments will 

include school nurses, clinicians, librarians, cultural awareness, and 

vocational educators in as many schools as possible, to provide necessary 

wraparound services to our children. 

24. YES on everything except for the PE on grass. Don’t know how much that 

would cost to implement.  
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25. YES. 

26. YES. YES within the first 100 days. One current problem with CPS is that 

amount of turnaround and the termination of thousands of Black teachers. 

In terms of self esteem, the ability to relate and comfortability, plus dealing 

with discipline issues, raising the number of Black and Brown teachers is 

imperative to the growth and development of the makeup of the student 

bodies on the South and West sides. I would push for an increased incentive 

and recruitment effort to increase the interest of local students to pursue 

Education as a career and to come back to their community to teach. 

27.  

28. YES. YES within the first 100 days. We have to get out of the habit of 

privatizing all of our resources. Private doesn’t mean more efficient or more 

effective. The proof is in the numbers of Aramak contracted janitors that 

were terminated, which resulted in sub-standard janitorial services in many 

CPS facilities.  

29. YES. The foreclosure crisis has disproportionally effected working and 

middle class families, particularly in communities of color. An independent 

audit is necessary as a first step in bringing accountability to banks and other 

entities who have profited off these foreclosures.   

30. YES. This information should be public record anyway. 

31. NO. There would be no need to form another committee for these things. In 

my administration, transparency will be key to governance. I have outlined 

in previous questions a requirement for a community benefits agreement, to 

include the community (at the very beginning) of any development, new 

business, etc in each ward. With this amount of public involvement, there 

wouldn’t be a need for a separate advisory council. 

32. NO. This is a good idea but as previously mentioned, I have proposed and 

will implement measures that will fill the need of overlapping committees.  

33. YES. Not sure if this is for the first 10 days. Chicago is a diverse place and 

since the last census, 200,000 residents left the city because of gentrification, 

the closing of schools, loss of employment, etc. Our neighborhoods are what 

makes this city great. Improvements in community can happen without 

taking away what makes a specific community unique. 

34. NO. YES not sure within the first 100 days. This rule wouldn’t apply to all 

loans. I would want to ensure that the loan was clean and that every measure 

has been put in place (at the front end), to make sure that these aren’t 

predatory loans and all measures to forego foreclosure have been put in place 

before processing in foreclosure court.  

35. YES. Not sure on the 100 days. This is a common sense approach to 

neighborhood beautification and safety. Block clubs should have a say in how 

their neighborhood looks and removing the provision that only current 

landowners can buy large lots will increase the likelihood that a responsible 

owner will manage the upkeep of the property and work on ways to aid in 

making good use of vacant land.  

36. . 
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37. YES. NO. I would work with the Department of Cultural Affairs and Special 

Events and make this a voluntary commission. I see them working with the 

local colleges and universities to provide the research, documentation, and 

promotion of the commission. The city would be available to assist with 

public and private funding. 

38. YES. YES within the first 100 days. Tourism is one key component the 

viability, visibility, and economy of a metropolitan area. One key component 

of my platform is equity. Chicago’s downtown is robust and vibrant. Once 

you go a few miles outside of the loop, it is evident how disinvestment has 

impacted certain neighborhoods. By redirecting attention to historical areas 

and improving the amenities that would make these areas attractive, these 

efforts will be a catalyst for economic development, job creation, and the 

improvement of/and building of new entertainment and restaurants.  

39. YES. 

40. YES all but part d). These provisions could be regulated through either the 

City’s Department of Planning or Purchasing or the Chicago City Council 

Black Caucus. 

41. NO. Because of the reasons mentioned in the previous answer.  

42. YES. Within the first 100 days. I would support a resolution but the 

Immigration Amnesty Program is inclusive of all non-documented 

immigrants if they fit a certain criteria. Just two days ago, the Obama 

Administration has ordered federal authorities to inquire of any 

undocumented immigrants their qualification for amnesty. 

43. YES. YES for the first 100 days. This park should have become a reality 

decades ago and shouldn’t be dependent on a dual private sector 

development project. It says a lot that this city, founded by a Haitian of 

African descent, doesn’t have at minimum, a park named in his honor.  

44. NO. While I wouldn’t be opposed to teaching about Marcus Garvey and the 

philosophy of Pan-Africanism during city sponsored Black History Month 

events or part of cultural awareness through CPS, singling him out without 

giving credence to so many others that have made an impact in the lives of 

the African diaspora here and throughout this country. 

45. YES. YES within 100 days. I have been vocal and am in agreement of an 

independent police board. I also am in favor of hiring a new Superintendent 

of Police, that is from Chicago and from the community. These measures, 

along with other measures I previously mentioned will aid in transparency 

and building trust between the police and the community.  

46. YES.  

47. YES.  Not sure within the first 100 days. Restorative is a component of my 

public safety strategy and is a key diversionary measure that moves 

individuals away from the criminal justice system. It builds accountability in 

the community instead of fueling the prison pipeline. With the expansion of 

restorative justice as part and parcel of the city’s public safety plan, it sends 

a strong message that public safety is not just about policing, it’s about 

communities playing a lead role in cultivating a culture of safety and 

accountability in their neighborhoods. This includes support for peer justice 
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panels, peer mediation programs, training for peace circle keepers, and other 

conflict resolution and social/emotional supports. 

48. YES. YES within the first 100 days. The red light and speed cameras are 

more to generate revenue than safety. Rear end collisions have actually 

increased since the red light camera program began. There is a 

disproportionate number of cameras on the South and West sides. This is 

just another measure to tax people that can least afford to pay.  If safety was 

the reason, other measures like adding a countdown or putting in stop signs 

or speed bumps in parks or in the vicinity of schools. I also asked the current 

administration to refund the extra $7.7 million in extra revenue the city 

gained by adjusting the yellow light time to under three seconds federal 

minimum standard.  

49. YES. YES within 10 days. I recently introduced a measure in the city council 

for a ticket amnesty program which would allow city residents to pay 

outstanding tickets, without the late fees. This would provide much needed 

revenue to the city but will also provide some relief to those least able to pay 

skyrocketing fees. 

50. NO. Driving is a privilege. I sponsored and am pushing for the removal of 

the red light and speed cameras, and introduced a ticket amnesty repayment 

agreement by resolution. Some personal responsibility must still play a role 

in keeping your driving privileges.  

51. YES. I recently sponsored ticket amnesty legislation. 

52. YES. 

53. YES. We must continue to look at 21
st
 century ways to look at other ways for 

energy independence. While I look at Chicago as being the number one city 

in America for worker owned cooperatives, there is no reason that, with the 

amount of unemployed, investments couldn’t be made to also make Chicago 

number one in renewable energy innovations.  

54. YES.  YES within 100 days. There are so many of Chicago’s South and West 

side residents that are either unemployed, underemployed, or on a fixed 

income. You shouldn’t have to make a decision to heat your home or buy 

groceries. Part of responsible governance is looking out for your fellow man 

and not nickel and diming them at every opportunity.  

55. YES. YES not necessarily within 100 days. Part of my economic and jobs 

platform is green technology and understanding that this key for high paying 

jobs that don’t require a four year degree. The skills needed to be successful 

in this field can be attained by the re-introduction of tech and vocational 

education in CPS. The Blue 1647 model, lowering fees to start a business in 

the city, and the implementation of a public bank are ways that communities 

on the South and West sides can build wealth by starting their own 

businesses and not relying solely on minimum wage jobs.  

56. YES. 

57. YES. 

58. YES.  I am in agreement that the University of Chicago should institute a 

level one trauma center to service the needs of South side residents involved 

in car crashes and gun violence.  
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59. YES. I am also in favor of re-opening the six mental health clinics. This 

would aid in making our streets safer and contribute to my holistic policing 

strategy. 

60. YES. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


